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    TYPE OF CHANGE: 
       X  Change to Contract Scope of Work 

   
 
                                      IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
                   X  Change Order: Contractor is required to sign this document and return one (1) copies to the procurement officer named above by the                                 

following date: 03/20/2019. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE / MODIFICATION: 
 

1. Summary of Change.  This change, pursuant to the State’s Participating Addendum under NASPO ValuePoint Master 
Agreement No. MNWNC-108, incorporates the onsite deployment of system re-images as an additional service option under 
the Statement of Work for Managed Services – Deployment: 

 
SKU Description SKU Quantity UOM Price 
On-site reimaging via USB 934-9329 1.00 Per System $49.28 

 
2. Detailed Description of Additional Service.   

- Inventory and identify / move client systems to desk-side location for custom image deployment. 
- Verify service/asset tag for each Client System against customer-provided inventory documentation. 
- Inspect client system for damage and create new incident with Dell to initiate repair, as needed. 
- Connect power and peripherals, as needed, to prepare for custom image deployment. 
- Boot the client system and verify / modify BIOS settings to prepare for custom image deployment using USB media. 
- Boot the client system from USB and initiate custom image deployment. 
- Verify successful deployment of image, troubleshoot / re-image as needed. 
- Update documentation, note the client system as completed and provide a daily roll-up to Dell PM of units completed. 

 
3. Assumptions and Restrictions. 

- Customer will supply the Contractor with a tested / validated USB bootable drive with a tested / validated image, including 
drivers.  This Amendment allows for images validated by the associated Managed Services – Deployment SOW. 

- Customer will provide appropriate media as defined herein, and Contractor will ensure that such media will not leave the 
site / building / facility.  Image-bearing media shall be returned at the site / building / facility to the designated Point of 
Contact, PM or other person(s) as dictated by the appropriate representative of the State of South Carolina agency. 

- Allowable timing assumption for system re-image is thirty (30) minutes per device.  Customer is responsible for, and 
assumes any risk associated with, any problems resulting from the content, completeness, accuracy and consistency of the 
bootable USB drive, Windows 10 image, supporting materials and information supplied by Customer in supporting the 
delivery of services.  An additional Amendment may be required if actual time required is more than thirty (30) minutes per 
device. 

- Configuration of an end-user profile on the client system is outside the scope of this Amendment. 
 

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the Contract referenced above remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE THIS CHANGE 
ORDER & CERTIFICATE ON BEHALF OF CONTRACTOR: 
 
By:_____________________________________________ 
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3-13-19_ if Certificate inapplicable to this Change Order] 
 (See "Pricing Data – Audit – Inspection" provision.) (Reference § 
11-35-1830 & R. 19-445.2120) 

Will Butler
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This Statement of Work (“SOW”) sets forth the Services (as defined herein) to be provided by DELL MARKETING 
L.P. (“Dell”) to State of South Carolina (“Customer”). The Services are governed by and subject to the terms and 
conditions specified in Customer’s separately signed master services agreement with Dell CC WN29AGW State 
Contract 4400011358 to the extent that agreement expressly authorizes Customer to purchase the Services 
described herein.  
The term of this SOW shall begin on the date of the last signature (“Effective Date”) as set forth in the Signature 
Section of this SOW and unless terminated in accordance with this SOW or the Agreement, shall expire on the 
earlier of the date that Dell completes the provision of Services in accordance with this SOW or on March 31, 
2020. 

2 SUMMARY OF SERVICES 
Dell is providing the following Services under this SOW. Detailed information about their organization, scope, and 
assumptions is on Section 4.3 Deployment Services and Section 7.2 Deployment Density Allocation Assumptions 
herein. 
 
 Project is expected to occur at approximately 46 counties within the State of South Carolina. 
 The duration of the project is expected to be completed by March 31, 2020 
 Services are estimated to affect twenty-four-thousand (24,000) Client Systems. 
 Service Hours are Business Hours described in Definitions, Appendix C. 
 Security clearance required: None 
 The start date of the deployment shall be contingent upon completion of the Scheduling Assumptions. 
 Dell will provide Services for Customer sites identified in Appendix A (each, a “Customer Site”). 

3 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
Dell’s Program Management Office will manage and implement the Services described herein. Dell and Customer 
will each assign a program manager who will coordinate the activities to be performed under this SOW (“Program 
Manager”). The Program Manager for each party will serve as the point-of-contact for all communications, 
escalation of issues, and any modification to the scope, requirements, or responsibilities under this SOW. 

3.1 Dell Program Management Responsibilities 
 Dell and/or its Program Manager will perform the following activities: 
 Serve as central point of contact for all service delivery issues. 
 Manage Dell tasks and resources associated with the Services and coordinate activities with Customer. 
 Conduct meetings to communicate roles, responsibilities, review assumptions, and schedule activities. 
 Use standard industry recognized project management tools and methodologies. 
 Employ a reporting mechanism to identify project tasks, next steps, and issues. 
 Implement changes associated with the Services in compliance with the Change Management Process 

described in this SOW. 

3.2 Customer Program Management Responsibilities 
Customer and/or its Program Manager will perform the following activities: 
 Provide reasonable assistance, cooperation, timely decisions and support in connection with the provision of 

the Services by Dell. 
 Coordinate the scheduling of all Customer-designated resources required for the Services. 
 Obtain all consents, approvals, and licenses required by Customer’s suppliers, licensors, and lessors 

necessary to support or permit the provision of Services under this SOW. 
 Assign a site coordinator for each Customer site where Services will be provided. 
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4 SCOPE OF SERVICES 
4.1 Pre-Deployment Activities 
Dell and Customer will complete the activities listed below before managed services deployment services begin. 
These activities will validate the assumptions, requirements, procedures, and responsibilities set forth in this SOW. 
In the event any assumption, requirement, procedure, or responsibility is found to be incorrect, the pricing and/or 
scope of Services will be modified using the Change Management Process to reflect the actual operating 
environment. 

4.1.1 Site Survey and End-User Profiles 
Customer will complete a site survey for each Customer Site. The site survey is used to collect information needed 
for the deployment. Customer will complete end-user profile surveys, if applicable. 

4.1.2 Pilot Test 
Dell will conduct a pilot test to validate the assumptions and test the deployment procedures prior to the first 
scheduled deployment. The pilot will consist of a typical set of Services for a limited number of systems (in each 
case, as determined by Dell in its discretion) and validate the following requirements: average installation time, 
information flow, procedures for each deployment activity, system environment, timings, and assumptions. 
 
Dell and Customer will mutually agree on written installation instructions prior to the date the pilot is scheduled to 
be performed. The installation instructions must be finalized before Dell will commit resources to perform the pilot. 
Upon completion of the pilot, Dell and Customer will review the results and identify any necessary modifications 
to the Services and/or prices. 

4.1.3 Schedules 
Dell and Customer will mutually agree in writing to a deployment schedule by Customer Site and Schedule Group 
(collectively, the “Deployment Schedule”). The Deployment Schedule will be distributed by Customer to end-users 
identified in each Schedule Group prior to the scheduled installation of their Client Systems. Customer will 
promptly notify Dell of any conflicts in order to lock the schedule prior to the scheduled installation date. Any 
modifications or cancellations occurring prior to the scheduled installation date may be subject to additional fees. 

4.2 Managed Services Deployment Services 
Dell will be conducting the following deployment activities. Detailed information on how these Services are 
organized on groups for the Customer is on Section 7.2 Deployment Density Allocation Assumptions herein. 

4.2.1 Onsite Deployment Services 
Services Scope 

 Unpack new Client System from shipping boxes and inspect components for any damage. 
 Verify service tag for each new Client System against packing slip. 
 Notify Dell help desk of any discrepancy or damage regarding the shipment of Dell equipment. 
 Move new equipment from central location to the end user desk side. 
 Organize Client System components and peripherals (e.g., keyboards, power supplies, mice, and software) 

for deployment. 
 Plug Customer-provided, certified network patch cables into new Client System. 
 Plug all power cords into electrical sources. 
 Plug network patch cables into existing certified network jacks. 
 Boot the new Client System and verifying network connection for Customer’s network connected devices. 
 Log on to the new Client System using Customer-provided user ID and password. 
 Configure IP Address. 
 Connect / Reconnect and setup up to four (4) existing external peripherals to Client System, including but not 

limited to two (2) monitors, one (1) keyboard and one (1) mouse. 
o If the device is a Laptop Dell will install, configure and connect one (1) docking station / port replicator 
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o When required, Dell will load the drivers supplied by Customer and will print a test page or conduct an 
agreed upon simple test for functionality. 

 Complete validation & function test as agreed to by both parties. 
 Contact the Dell help desk if a problem is encountered with any component provided by Dell for the new Client 

System. 
 Perform the data transfer of up to three (3) GB between the legacy system and the new system via customer 

provided network cables at end user’s desk side. 
o The data migration function will be performed using Microsoft User State Migration Tool (USMT). 
o Data migration steps; 

 Technician will follow the on-screen prompts to initiate the automated data migration process, 
attach the network cable, and power on the new Client System. 

 The automated PC data and settings migration process will run. 
 Confirm data migration completion via on-screen messaging; communicate errors to Program 

Manager or designated lead. 
 Once PC data migration process has completed, technician will remove the network cable from 

the legacy PC. 
 Perform installation of up to three (3) Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) application titles on client system. 

o Installation instructions, executable files, and licensing key will be provided by the customer. 
 Complete validation & function test as agreed to by both parties. 
 On-site disposal of deployment related trash to Customer-designated location on-premises and properly clean 

the installation area. 

4.2.2 Decommissioning Services 
Service Scope 

 Disconnect up to four (4) hardware peripherals, network cable, and power cord for the Legacy System. 
 Place Legacy System components in boxes using packaging materials from the new Client System or other 

materials supplied by Customer. 
 Move the Legacy System to an on-site storage area designated by Customer in the deployment building. 
 Move all boxes, packaging materials and debris to a disposal area within the building where the deployment 

services are provided. 
 Properly cleaning the installation area so it is returned to its original condition. 

4.2.3 End User Training Services 
Service Scope 

 Technician will follow Customer-specific written instructions to provide a general knowledge transfer to new 
systems user, that will cover the following: 
o How to turn the system on and off 
o How to locate connection ports 
o Where to locate user’s documents 
o How to set up Tools and Favorites 
o How to connect to the agency network 
o General familiarization / navigation with deployed operating system 
o Location of launch shortcuts / start menu for base image included applications  

 

4.3 Dell IT Data Sanitization Services 
4.3.1 Dell IT Asset Onsite Wipe Services 
 Reference Appendix D for service description. 
 Reference Appendix E for ARS Confirmation of Data Sanitization Template 
 Reference Appendix F for Onsite Data Destruction Report Template  
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5 CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES 
Customer will be responsible for the activities listed below: 
 It is solely Customer’s responsibility to complete a backup of all existing data, software, and programs on 

affected product(s) before receiving Services (including telephone support). DELL WILL HAVE NO LIABILITY 
FOR LOSS OF OR RECOVERY OF DATA, PROGRAMS, OR LOSS OF USE OF AFFECTED PRODUCT(S) 
OR NETWORKS. 

 Ensure Customer’s Site coordinator is on-site and available at the deployment site. 
 Prepare Customer Sites and end-user locations to receive Services (e.g., installing cables, network jacks, and 

power outlets and ensuring connectivity). 
 Procure all hardware components and software licenses in advance of deployment activities to meet the 

Deployment Schedule. 
 Ensure all systems and related equipment are easily accessible by Dell without the need to move furniture, 

and provide keys to any cable locks as needed to remove or secure systems during de-installation and/or 
installation and disable any BIOS passwords currently configured on Legacy Systems prior to a service call 
for installation. 

 Receive hardware at Customer’s receiving dock. 
 Provide carts for transporting hardware within deployment site. 
 Provide safe and adequate parking facilities. 
 Provide access to Customer Site(s), including any necessary keys or badges. Advise Dell prior to locking 

schedule of any unique site entry requirements. 
 Provide a safe working environment, reasonable office accommodations, and adequate work space within 

reasonable proximity to where Services are to be performed. 
 Provide Dell with access to and use of information, data, Customer facilities, equipment, and internal 

resources as reasonably necessary to deliver the Services. 
 Provide Dell with the physical location of each end-user desk where the Services are to be performed as well 

as location of printers to be mapped per system, if applicable. 
 Provide Dell with local administration rights necessary to perform the Services and ensure the domain login 

is enabled. 
 Provide all logon IDs, passwords, domain specifications, and personal settings necessary to perform the 

Services for each end-user prior to scheduled deployment. 
 Provide Dell with a complete list of all approved peripherals to be installed on the new Client System, and 

supply all applicable drivers at the Customer Site. 
 In the event Dell encounters problems loading Customer-provided software, Customer will contact the proper 

help resources for that application to complete the installation. 
 Perform quality assurance after login is complete, including access to Active Directory profile to allow end 

users to access specific software applications and load personalities. 
 Provide adequate storage area for de-installed Legacy Systems and a common area for debris at each 

Customer Site (to be located within the building where the deployment occurs). 
 Provide post-installation support and troubleshooting assistance as needed to address software application 

performance, software application and operating system conflicts, software application version issues or co-
existence issues. 

 At the conclusion of the Services, change all system and network access credentials to prevent further Dell 
access to systems and networks. 

6 PRICING 
6.1 Deployment Services Pricing 
The per-unit price for the Services to be performed by Dell, and applicable cancellation and rescheduling fees for 
the Services are listed below (see "Pricing Structure" in Definitions provided in Appendix C). 
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6.1.1 Blended Deployment Services Pricing 
Deployment Services Units P/U Price 

  Deployment Services 24,000 $76.92 
  Decommissioning Services 24,000 $37.69 
  End User Training Services 24,000 $14.27 

6.1.2 Dell Data Sanitization Services Pricing 
Dell Asset Onsite Wipe Services Minimum Qty Drives per site 

visit 
Per Drive 

Price 

IT Asset Onsite Wipe 
NIST SP 800-88rl compliant overwrite 
Up to 500 GB drives 

50+ $21.00 
25-49 $35.00 
10-24 $60.00 

If greater than 500 GB Per Additional GB $.028 

6.1.3 Time & Materials Pricing Table 
Time & Materials Concepts Disposition Price 

Time & Materials Rates - (During Service Hours - Per Hour) Time Unit $97.90 
Time & Materials Rates - (Outside Service Hours - Per Hour) Time Unit $118.89 
Program Management Team Extension Rate Per Week $3,325.00 
Each Additional Data Transfer via Peer-to-Peer per additional 1 GB average – 
Optional Service 1 GB $11.45 

6.1.4 Pricing Notes 
1. Rates will be invoiced to and will be paid by Customer for the following: 

a. Customer delays exceeding fifteen (15) minutes beyond the scheduled time for the Services to be 
performed; such charges will be invoiced in thirty (30) minute increments. 

b. Services requested when the technician is not currently onsite are charged based on a 2-hour minimum 
per incident. 

c. Out-of-scope services (see Section 7.8 Out of Scope Services herein). 
d. Services performed outside the defined Service Hours. 
e. Services designated as Time & Materials.  

2. Taxes - All prices are in USD and are exclusive of all applicable taxes 
3. Program duration is not to exceed March 31, 2020. Should the program extend beyond that date, Customer 

may be invoiced in accordance with the program extension weekly rate. 
4. Cancellation or Rescheduling of any scheduled deployment after the schedule has been locked may be 

subject to additional fees plus any actual and reasonable travel expenses incurred. See Definitions 
“Cancellation” and “Reschedule” for fee schedule. 

5. Prices and/or scope of services will be adjusted by Dell to reflect the actual operating environment if the 
Assumptions are found to be incorrect or there is a material failure of Customer to perform its responsibilities 
as set forth in this SOW. 

6. Prices exclude costs for procurement of any hardware or software. 
7. Price excludes travel incurred due to schedules that cause excessive travel between customer sites. See 

Scheduling Assumptions. 
8. Expenses are included in the Charges under this SOW.  Unless the Scope changes, pursuant to the Change 

Management Process, Dell will not charge any additional expenses in connection with delivering the Services 
without the express written consent of Customer. Additional expenses could include Service-related expenses 
such as actual, reasonable and necessary travel and living expense.  

9. Price includes travel expenses within fifty (50) miles of a major metropolitan area as defined by Dell (see list 
of Dell-defined major metropolitan areas on Appendix B). 
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10. The terms offered by Dell under this SOW (including but limited to the pricing) shall be valid for thirty (30) days 
following initial delivery of this SOW to Customer. In the event this SOW is executed by Customer after such 
thirty (30) day period, Dell may in its sole discretion, (i) accept the SOW on the stated terms or (ii) reject such 
SOW and may provide Customer with a revised SOW setting forth any necessary updates to the terms of the 
previous SOW. 

11. Payment for any hardware ordered from Dell is due in accordance with Dell’s standard terms for such 
purposes (unless the parties have entered into a separate agreement regarding acquisition of the hardware, 
in which case payment for the hardware would be due in accordance with such separate agreement) and 
shall in no case be contingent upon performance or delivery of the Services and/or installation described in 
this SOW. 

12. For clarity, any hardware failures that are discovered in connection with Dell’s delivery of the Services will be 
resolved via the Customer’s existing warranty for such failed hardware. In the event warranties for failed 
hardware are expired or otherwise not effective, Dell will provide reasonable support to Customer to facilitate 
resolution of the failed hardware so that Services hereunder may be completed. In no event will Dell assume 
financial responsibility for Customer’s failed hardware where such failure is not the direct result of Dell’s 
actions as indicated by root cause analysis. 

7 ASSUMPTIONS 
Pricing is based on the following assumptions that were used to develop the Services to be provided under this 
SOW (“Assumptions”). 

7.1 Scope Assumptions 
1. Minimum quantity of twenty-four-thousand (24,000) new Client Systems under the SOW. 
2. All volume-metric assumption deviations in excess of plus or minus ten percent (+/-10%) of the 24,000 Client 

Systems to receive Services will be considered out of scope and subject to the Change Management Process. 
There will be no pricing adjustment if the Customer purchases 10% less Client Systems than the minimum 
24,000 Client Systems.  Dell will review pricing under the Change Management Process if the total Customer 
purchases falls more than 10% below the 24,000 Client Systems. 

3. Changes to the mutually agreed schedule for performance of Services or modifications to the Services will 
only be in accordance with the Change Management Process. 

4. Pricing assumes eighty percent (80%) of system services will be in a fifty (50) mile radius of Columbia, SC. 
Metrics will be reviewed monthly, and deviations may require pricing adjustments via the change management 
process. 

5. Minimum of four (4) system installations per Customer Site. 
6. Minimum of four (4) system installations for each pilot test. 
7. Operating system and image is pre-loaded from Dell’s factory on new systems prior to deployment. 
8. Dell and its Service Provider will document and escalate all deployment service related issues the Customer 

assigned point of contact to ensure all parties are aware of issues and allow for the appropriate party to take 
responsibility. All relevant charges will be mutually agreed to and invoiced following the change management 
process.   

9. Deployment Service related issues caused by the Customer, which delay an individual system deployment 
beyond thirty (30) minutes will be billed back to the Customer at the prevailing hourly rate listed in the Time 
and Materials Pricing Table below. 

10. Services are provided across all fleet volumes included twenty-four-thousand (24,000) Client Systems. 
11. Deployment is for an EUC device (key peripherals included two (2) displays, one (1) keyboard, one (1) mouse, 

one (1) docking station (if laptop)). 
12. Deployment is not for recovery services only deployment of new EUC device. 
13. EUC equipment is delivered using Customer-approved image. 
14. Customer in responsible for acquisition, receipt, and asset tagging of all equipment. 
15. Asset owner/custodian information is stored in clients CMDB information and is correct. 
16. Data migration is performed using Microsoft User State Migration Tool (USMT) (settings, favorites etc. All 

documents are stored on the client file systems. 
17. Limit of three (3) applications are to be installed on system (in addition to base image). All applications are on 

Customer’s approved list and have appropriate media, licensing, and install instructions. 
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18. Deployment scheduling will grouped for a minimum of four (4) Client Systems per deployment (daily). 
19. Post deployment (monthly) will provide an updated asset register and Customer is responsible for updating 

their CMDB or any other system / tool they require. 
20. Customer is responsible for backing up data that is to be migrated. Dell is not responsible for lost data. 
21. Customer is responsible for ensuring end-user data to be migrated is stored in a designated folder (e.g., “My 

Documents”) and providing the storage location to Dell; or that end-user data to be migrated has been 
documented in a mutually agreed technical specification for use with an automated data migration tool. 

22. Data migration involves migrating Customer data files, not applications or programs. 
23. Customer does not have any security or domain restrictions preventing data transfer. 
24. Deployment includes and removal of deployment related trash to customer designated location on Customer 

site. 
25. Dell will use Customer-provided application packages and deployment tools for all applications installations. 
26. Average duration for each managed services deployment is assumed to be sixty (60) minutes.  
27. End-user training is performed by the engineer performing the deployment (device and OS familiarization). 
28. End-user training is limited to fifteen (15) minutes. 

7.2 Deployment Density Allocation Assumptions 
Services are grouped based on Customer requirements. Detailed information on the specific deployment activities 
for each one of the following service groups is on Section 4.3 Deployment Services and Section 6.1 Deployment 
Services Pricing herein. 

7.2.1 Blended Services  
Service Group Density Bands            Quantity 

 Deployment Services 
o Basic Installation Service – (CPU and peripherals)  
o Automated User State Migration (less than three (3) GB) 
o Application Installation Service – (three (3) COTS titles) 
o Onsite Trash Disposal 

 Decommissioning Services 
o De-installation of Legacy System (CPU and Monitor) 
o Box Legacy System (as needed) 
o Move Legacy System to Centralized On-Premise Location 
o Clean Installation Area 

 End User Training Services 
o Basic Knowledge Transfer Services (Hardware and OS) 

 

1 system visit 0 
2 to 5 systems/visit 24,000 
6 to 9 systems/visit 0 
10 to 35 systems/visit 0 
36 to 99 systems/visit 0 
100+ systems/visit 0 

Total Systems 24,000 

7.3 Timing Assumptions 
Dell sets the following timing assumptions as a starting point for proposed time frames. Further review will be 
performed as part of the pre-deployment activities specified on Section 4.1.2 Pilot Test herein. 

Deployment Service Type of 
Unit Qty Time 

Assumption 
Deployment Services System 24,000 60 

Decommissioning Services System 24,000 15 

End User Training Services System 24,000 15 

7.4 Scheduling Assumptions 
1. Schedules will maximize the quantity of Services at each Customer Site which are in reasonable proximity 

within the same building and minimize the number of return visits to each Customer Site. 
2. Schedule Groups will be formed to allow a consistent daily volume of Services at a Customer Site. 
3. Services will be scheduled to take place over consecutive days at a Customer Site to ensure maximum 

efficiency of resources. 
4. Customer will meet the following scheduling milestones: 
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Scheduling Milestones Busines
s Days Execution 

Pilot Test Performed 15 Following Effective Date of the SOW or as 
mutually agreed 

Installation Instructions finalized 15 Prior to the date of the first scheduled deployment 

Site Surveys complete 15 Prior to scheduled deployment 

Site ready to receive Services 10 Prior to scheduled deployment 

Schedule Groups finalized, Schedule locked 15 Prior to scheduled deployment 

End-user profiles completed 10 Prior to scheduled deployment 

Customer to provide all logon IDs, passwords, domain 
specifications and personal settings for each end-user 

5 Prior to scheduled deployment 

7.5 IT Environment & Technical Assumptions 
1. Desktop/laptop operating system is Microsoft Windows supported version. 
2. Standard Ethernet 100MB T base switched subnets, and 5-10 MB/sec throughput at the desktop is available 

for login, data transfer, application loads, and imaging. 
3. Customer provides a single point of contact for resolution of any technical issues which may arise with regard 

to the network, devices, and any software application. 
4. Network infrastructure is stable and consistent across all Customer Sites. 
5. Standard implementation of dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) addresses is utilized. 
6. Dell is not responsible for application malfunctions or conflicts between Customer applications. 
7. Customer ensures all software applications are certified, operational, and compatible with the new Client 

System configuration and operating systems. 
8. Customer provides a list of provisioning codes for IAMT (Intel® Active Management Technology) with 

appropriate Client System asset tag/service tag, if applicable. 
9. If required, Customer provides all VPN hardware and/or software required for joining machines to Customer’s 

domain including, but not limited to, two (2) Ethernet interfaces (DHCP and class C addresses required). 

7.6 General Assumptions 
1. Dell will dispose of deployment related trash to onsite Customer-provided disposal area within same building 

at Customer Site, unless stated otherwise in this SOW. 
2. Systems weighing more than 50 pounds require an additional resource to assist with handling the system, 

which may require additional charges. 
3. Customer does not require resources to have any United States Federal DoD Security Clearances (Secret, 

Top Secret, Top Secret / SCI, Top Secret / SCI with Polygraph, etc.). 
4. Customer is advised and agrees that modifications Customer makes, or changes Dell, its subcontractors or 

any third-party makes on Customer’s behalf, to an Energy Star compliant product may affect whether the 
product continues to qualify as Energy Star compliant. 

7.7 Out of Scope Services  
Pricing excludes any services not specified in this SOW, including but not limited to the following: 
1. Procurement, shipping, or warehousing of hardware, software, or other equipment required for the Services 

unless otherwise stated in the SOW. 
2. Packaging software applications for installation. 
3. Providing end user orientation, training, or support. 
4. Transporting equipment between buildings or between Customer sites, or moving equipment between floors 

without the use of elevators. 
5. Packing, shipping, or disposing of legacy systems unless otherwise stated in the SOW. 
6. Removing viruses (Dell will promptly notify Customer Site Coordinator upon discovery of virus). 
7. Disaster recovery, including but not limited to: re-imaging, reloading software applications or recovering 

backup data. 
8. Warranty services or remedial hardware maintenance or software maintenance. 
9. Warranty services for third-party products which are not provided by Dell. 
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10. Warranty services for third-party products which are not provided by Dell.

8 NDS EQUIPMENT 
A non-deployable system is a Dell-branded system that has failed or is non-functioning at time of install (“NDS”). 
In the event any equipment covered by this SOW is deemed to be a NDS at the time of installation, Dell will (a) 
repair or replace the Dell-branded equipment, if it is under warranty, (b) for non-Dell-branded equipment 
purchased from Dell, reasonably assist Customer in facilitating the repair or replacement of the equipment under 
the terms of the existing warranty, or (c) for third party equipment not purchased from Dell or for products that are 
no longer under warranty, notify Customer. 

9 CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
The Change Management Process will be used when Dell or Customer determines that a change is necessary to 
refine a process, procedure, or specific responsibility identified in this SOW; the party proposing the change will 
document the request using the Request for Change Form (provided by Dell’s Program Manager) and this Change 
Management Process. 
The receiving party will review the proposed Request for Change Form and determine whether the change is 
acceptable or requires modifications. Both parties will, in good faith, mutually review the proposed change request 
and will (i) approve it, (ii) agree to further investigation, or (iii) reject it (“Change Management Process”). When 
the parties agree to the change, they will sign the Request for Change Form, which upon signing by both parties 
will constitute authorization to implement the change (Change Order). Both parties agree that such approval shall 
not be unreasonably withheld and will execute the Change Order, unless able to provide the other party with 
written data that disproves the identified variation. 

10 GENERAL 
Dell shall not be responsible for a failure to provide Services to the extent caused by: (1) any failure by Customer 
to perform its responsibilities under this SOW or the Agreement; (2) any materially inaccurate assumptions; (3) 
problems caused by Customer software or data; (4) a defect or deficiency with respect to Customer’s network, 
systems, or other equipment; (5) failures of hardware not maintained by Dell; or (6) modifications to hardware 
made by a party other Dell or its representatives. In the event any of the foregoing occurs, Dell shall notify 
Customer. Notwithstanding the occurrence of one or more of the foregoing events, Dell may (at its discretion) 
continue to perform the Service (with Customer reimbursing Dell for its reasonable out of pocket expenses for 
such efforts to the extent attributable to the items defined above). 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Dell and Customer have caused this SOW to be signed and delivered by their duly 
authorized representatives as of the date of last signature below (the “Effective Date”). 

State of South Carolina 

Printed Name:______Will Butler__________ 

Title: ________Procurement Manager__________ 

Date: __________11/27/2018_________________ 

Dell Marketing L.P. 

Printed Name:_____________________________ 

Title: ____________________________________ 

Date: ____________________________________ 

Customer signed SOW must be received by Dell before any work can be started. 
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APPENDIX A ─ CUSTOMER SITES 
The Services will be provided for the following Customer locations during the term of this SOW. Additional 
Customer locations may be included as mutually agreed using the Change Management Process. 

Site Address City St ZIP 
Client 

System 
QTY 

Customer Sites 46 counties within the state of South Carolina    24,000 
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APPENDIX B ─ MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS 
 

City State City State City State 

Birmingham AL Kansas City KA Rochester NY 
Montgomery AL Wichita KS Syracuse NY 
Fayetteville AR Erlanger KY Brecksville OH 
Little Rock AR Louisville KY Cincinnati OH 
Phoenix AZ Lake Charles LA Cleveland OH 
Tempe AZ Metairie LA Columbus OH 
Tucson AZ New Orleans LA Oklahoma City OK 
Bakersfield CA Shreveport LA Tulsa OK 
Fresno CA Sulphur LA Eugene OR 
Grover Beach CA Boston MA Portland OR 
Los Angeles CA Malden MA Camp Hill PA 
Sacramento CA Westboro MA Coraopolis PA 
San Diego CA Portland ME Harrisburg PA 
San Francisco CA Detroit MI Philadelphia PA 
San Jose CA Grand Rapids MI Pittsburgh PA 
San Luis Obispo CA Livonia MI Sharon Hill PA 
W Sacramento CA Arden Hills MN Charleston SC 
Denver CO Duluth MN Columbia SC 
Hartford CT Minneapolis/St. Paul MN No. Charleston SC 
Shelton CT Columbia MO Knoxville TN 
Washington DC Fenton MO Memphis TN 
Ft. Lauderdale FL Jefferson City MO Nashville TN 
Jacksonville FL Kansas City MO Austin TX 
Miami FL St. Louis MO Corpus Christi TX 
Orlando FL Jackson MS Dallas TX 
Pensacola FL Pearl MS El Paso TX 
Tallahassee FL Billings MT Houston TX 
Tampa FL Charlotte NC Lubbock TX 
Atlanta GA Durham NC San Antonio TX 
Forest Park GA Raleigh NC Salt Lake City UT 
Cedar Rapids IA Wilmington NC Herndon VA 
Des Moines IA Bismarck ND Richmond VA 
Boise ID Omaha NE Roanoke VA 
Chicago IL Newark NJ Williston VT 
Elk Grove Village IL Albuquerque NM Seattle WA 
Peoria IL Las Vegas NV Spokane WA 
Evansville IN Reno NV Tukwila WA 
Ft. Wayne IN Albany NY Madison WI 
Indianapolis IN New York NY Charleston WV 
    Nitro WV 
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APPENDIX C ─ DEFINITIONS 
Average Installation Time 

The Average Installation Time is calculated based on the aggregate quantity of new Client Systems 
installed per Customer per quarter. Installation times, including quantities of peripherals, will be evaluated 
on a monthly basis by the Dell PMO. 

Cancellation 
Site Cancellation: A site cancellation occurs when Customer cancels the Services for the site after the 
schedule has been locked and Customer either does not set a new date or the new date is scheduled 
beyond thirty (30) days of the original locked deployment schedule (see “Reschedule”). 
Site Cancellation Fee Scenarios: 

For cancellations with three (3) or more business days’ notice, Customer will be not be assessed 
an administrative fee. 
For cancellations with two (2) or less business days’ notice, or where the site has less than ten (10) 
users, Customer will be assessed a 30% fee based on the full price for the scheduled deployment 
at the time the schedule was originally locked. 

User Cancellation: A user cancellation occurs when Customer cancels the Services for the user after the 
schedule has been locked and Customer either does not set a new date or the new date is scheduled 
beyond thirty (30) days of the original locked deployment schedule. 
User Cancellation Fee Scenario: 

There will be no penalty fee if an individual User cancellation occurs and the appointment can be 
rescheduled during pre-planned onsite appointment dates  
A 30% fee will be assessed if User cancellation occurs and the appointment cannot rescheduled 
during pre-planned onsite appointment dates. Those fees will be mutually agreed to and invoiced in 
accordance with the Change Management Process. 

Change Order 
A written and signed request by either party requesting change to the set of services or deadlines provided 
under this SOW. All Change Orders must be executed by both parties in accordance with the Change 
Management Process described in this SOW. 

Clearances 
Secret: Dell will provide on-site technical resources with a Secret clearance as defined in the Government-
provided "DD Form 254". 
Top Secret: Dell will provide on-site technical resources with a Top Secret clearance as defined in the 
Government-provided "DD Form 254". 
Top Secret-SCI (Sensitive Compartmented Information): Dell will provide on-site technical resources with 
a Top Secret-SCI clearance as defined in the Government-provided "DD Form 254". 
NOTE: This level of warranty support is based on the systems being located in areas accessible by non-
cleared Dell service personnel. In the event that the systems are relocated and reside in a secure area 
when onsite service is required, Dell will work with Customer to develop a suitable plan for support. 
Upon award of a Secret, Top Secret, or Top Secret-SCI contract, Dell's FSO (Facility Security Officer) 
must receive the Government-issued "CONTRACT SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION" or 
most commonly called "DD Form 254" before service can begin. Dell's FSO will manage the "DD Form 
254" for validation and processing. 

Client Systems 
Desktop: CPU and monitor; Laptop: which may include a docking station. 

Legacy System 
The computer system installed at Customer's site which is to be upgraded or de-installed, removed and 
replaced with a Dell computer system during a site installation event. Server or workstation class computer 
systems and external peripherals are not Legacy Systems. 
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Pricing Structure 
Blended Pricing is based on the estimated units to be deployed per site per visit provided by Customer 
prior to the deployment.  

Reschedule 
Site Reschedule: A site reschedule occurs when Customer reschedules the Services to be performed 
within thirty (30) days of the original locked deployment schedule (see “Cancellation”). 
Site Reschedule Fee Scenarios: 

For reschedules with three (3) or more business days’ notice, Customer will be not be assessed an 
administrative fee. 
For reschedules with two (2) or less business days’ notice, Customer will be assessed a 30% fee 
based on the full price for the scheduled deployment at the time the schedule was originally locked. 

User Reschedule: A user reschedule occurs when Customer reschedules the Services to be performed 
within thirty (30) days of the original locked deployment schedule. 
User Reschedule Fee Scenarios: 

There will be no penalty fee if an individual User reschedule occurs and the appointment can be 
rescheduled during pre-planned onsite appointment dates  
A 30% fee will be assessed if User reschedule occurs and the appointment cannot rescheduled 
during pre-planned onsite appointment dates. Those fees will be mutually agreed to and invoiced in 
accordance with the Change Management Process. 

Schedule Group 
Is a group of deployment events that are scheduled to occur on a specific date at a specific time at a 
specific location. 

Service Hours 
Customer and Dell will agree upon the hours that Services are to be performed ("Service Hours").  Typical 
Service Hours options are: 
Business Hours - Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. local time based on a forty (40) hour 
week, excluding nationally-observed holidays. 
Outside Business Hours - Monday through Friday beyond 5:00 p.m. local time. 
Weekends and Nationally-Observed Holidays - New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, the day after Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas. 

Services 
The complete set of services to be performed by Dell described in this Statement of Work “SOW”. 
 

Additional Definitions for Asset Recovery Services: 
 “Confirmation of Disposal” will mean the document provided by Dell to the Customer which documents 
that all hard drives were sanitized or destroyed in accordance with Section 4.f below and the 
disposal/recycling of all other Equipment performed in accordance with applicable local country and state 
laws and requirements. 
 
 “Data Sanitization” will mean the certified data sanitization process for data bearing devices using 
methods aligned to the National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-88 
Revision 1 "Guidelines for Media Sanitization” (“NIST 800-88 r1”).   
 
“Data Sanitization Summary” will mean the serialized inventory list of the System and System hard 
drives attempted to be sanitized by Dell during each Site visit. 
 
“Data Sanitization Work Space” will mean a safe and sufficient work space at the Site where the 
Data Sanitization Services will be performed. 
“Equipment” will mean all of the Pieces that the Customer has for disposal. 
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“Piece” will mean each desktop or portable computer (e.g. laptop, notebook, tablet, etc.), monitor, printer, 
server or other IT hardware & components (collectively referred to herein as “Equipment”). 
 
“Serial Number” will mean the unique identifier assigned to a Piece by the manufacturer. 
 
“Site” will mean the Customer designated location at which the Pick Up or onsite Data Sanitization is to 
be performed. 
 
“System” will mean a desktop or portable computer (e.g. laptop, notebook, tablet, netbook, thin client, 
etc.)  
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APPENDIX D ─ DATA SANITIZATION SERVICES 

Onsite Data Sanitization – (Expires 4 years from 
purchase) 
 
 
 
A. Dell’s Responsibilities 

 
1. Scheduling. 

a. Data Sanitization.  Dell will contact the Customer to schedule the Data Sanitization at each Site for a 
mutually agreeable time during local business hours Monday – Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm (local time).  
Data Sanitization will generally be scheduled no earlier than ten (10) business days after the date of 
contact. 

2. Data Sanitization.  Dell shall: 
a. Arrive at the Site, contact the Customer’s Site representative and proceed to the Data Sanitization 

Work Space;  

b. Record the following information on the Data Sanitization Summary for each System: manufacturer, 
model number, properly seated and functional hard drive(s) serial number(s);  

c. Perform the Data Sanitization on each System;  

d. For each System hard drive on which Data Sanitization is attempted, designate on the Data 
Sanitization Summary whether the Data Sanitization was successful (“PASS”) or unsuccessful 
(“FAILED”);  

e. Remove any hard drive from a System for which the Data Sanitization was unsuccessful and return 
such hard drive to the Customer’s Site representative; a tag will be attached to the hard drive 
indicating date/time and reason for the failure (if known);  

f. Return all Systems (excluding hard drives which were not successfully sanitized) to a secured storage 
location designated by the Customer;  

g. Provide the Customer with a PDF/CSV version of the Data Sanitization Summary on a USB flash 
drive (to be provided by the Customer) prior to leaving the Site;  

h. Provide a Data Sanitization Acknowledgement Form to the Customer’s Site representative for their 
review and signature to certify that the Data Sanitization Summary provided in PDF/CSV (in step 2.g 
above) accurately reflects:  

i. The System hard drives that were successfully sanitized (“PASS”) and subsequently moved by 
Dell to a secured storage location designated by the Customer; and/or 

ii. The System hard drives that were not successfully sanitized (“FAILED”) and were subsequently 
returned to the Customer’s Site representative for disposition by the Customer.  

3. Reporting:  Dell shall deliver to the Customer within thirty five (35) business days from the date of receipt 
of the Data Sanitization Acknowledgement Form the following reports via email: 

a. Equipment Settlement Report; and  

b. Confirmation of Disposal 

A. Customer Responsibilities 
1. General.  THE CUSTOMER SHALL BACKUP ANY DATA OR SOFTWARE THE CUSTOMER DESIRES 

TO RETAIN PRIOR TO EQUIPMENT BEING MADE AVAILABLE TO DELL.  Service provided under this 
Appendix D does not include the restoration of any data or software from Equipment. 
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2. Data Sanitization. Services are for a minimum 10 or more systems per onsite event.  The Customer shall: 

a. Remove/disable all passwords and other access security features and terminate any theft deterrent 
or laptop tracking software contained within such Equipment from Systems designated for Data 
Sanitization Services prior to Dell's arrival; 

b. The Data Sanitization Work Space shall at a minimum include:  

i. Table/desk space, chairs, electrical outlets with adequate lighting;  

ii. Space adequate to stack at least 20 desktops to perform concurrent data sanitizations;  

iii. Sufficient access to electrical power at voltage as applicable for the service and country in scope, 
and as advised by Dell upon scheduling 

c. Consolidate and locate all Systems designated for Data Sanitization Services in the same immediate 
area as the Data Sanitization Work Space; 

d. Provide a Site representative each day Data Sanitization is scheduled to be performed to direct Dell 
to the Data Sanitization Work Space and designate the Systems on which Dell should perform the 
Data Sanitization;  

e. Provide monitors and external power supplies for use with Systems during the Data Sanitization 
(monitors not required for portable computers);  

f. Provide a secured storage location in the same immediate area as the Data Sanitization Work Space 
for storage of Systems that were successfully Data Sanitized;  

g. Review the Data Sanitization Acknowledgement form and sign such form to certify the Customer's 
agreement that the Data Sanitization Summary provided in PDF/CSV (as defined under Dell's 
Responsibilities, Section A.2. above ) accurately reflects: (i) the System hard drives that were 
successfully sanitized ("PASS") and subsequently moved by Dell to the secured storage location 
designated by the Customer for future Pick Up and (ii) the System hard drives that were not 
successfully sanitized ("FAILED") and were subsequently returned to the Customer's Site 
representative for disposition by the Customer; and  

h. Provide a blank USB flash drive to Dell for the PDF/CSV version of the Data Sanitization Summary 
to be provided by Dell prior to leaving the Site.  

3. Customer Warranty.  The Customer represents and warrants as follows: 

a. The Customer has removed all confidential, proprietary, sensitive or other non-public data from 
Equipment;  

b. The Customer is responsible for and has complied with the health and safety requirements and 
obligations applicable to it in relation to the Site(s) to which Dell and/or the Dell Authorized Partner(s) 
are given access by the Customer, including the Data Sanitization Work Space. 

If the Customer breaches any of its obligations or warranties outlined in this Appendix D, Dell shall not be 
obligated to provide the Services or liable for any damages resulting from the Customer’s breach.  
Alternatively, the Customer may incur additional fees and expenses for any resulting additional time or 
materials, loss or damage incurred by Dell or its providers. 

B. Pricing and Payment Terms 
The Customer will be charged on a per Piece basis. The Services under this Appendix D are only available 
for ten (10) or more Systems per Site visit. A minimum charge equivalent to the cost to Data Sanitization (10) 
Systems will be charged for each visit to each Site during which Data Sanitization Services are performed 
that does not meet this requirement (geographic limitations may apply and country minimums may vary). The 
per Piece price will be set forth in a quote generated by Dell.  

The Customer hereby agrees to pay the price for each Piece per the applicable Dell order confirmation, as 
well as any additional fees and costs set forth in this Appendix D. The Customer acknowledges and agrees 
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that Dell shall be entitled to set off amounts due to Dell under this Appendix D against the amounts otherwise 
payable by Dell to the Customer hereunder. 

Additional Fees. 

 Services rendered by Dell for Pieces in excess of the amount ordered will be billed at the per Piece 
price for the associated Service.   

 Loose hard drives not in a system will be assessed an additional fee.  

 Pieces (Equipment) with more than one hard drive will be charged an additional fee per drive.  

 Hard drive greater than 500 GB will be assessed an additional fee. 

 Locations in offshore territories, islands and other remote or indirect locations may incur additional 
fees. 

 Sites requiring access or vehicle restrictions, union labor, time specific or after normal business hours 
will incur additional charges. 

 If the Customer, the Site and/or the Equipment, does not conform to the requirements set forth in this 
Appendix D, or the Customer is somehow otherwise not ready for the Data Sanitization to be 
undertaken as scheduled, the applicable Services may need to be rescheduled and/or additional fees 
will apply.   

 The Customer will be responsible for any costs incurred, and Dell shall have no responsibility or 
liability whatsoever, if incorrect Systems are identified for Data Sanitization. 

 

C. Important Additional Terms 
 
Warranty and Liability.  As it relates specifically to the Data Sanitization Services provided under this 
Appendix D only, and despite any conflicting terms in the Agreement, the following terms and conditions apply: 
1. Warranty.  DELL WARRANTS THAT IT WILL PERFORM THE SERVICE WITH COMMERCIALLY 

REASONABLE CARE. DELL MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER 
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

2. Limitation of Liability.  DELL’S AND ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS’ LIABILITY FOR SERVICES 
PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS APPENDIX D, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 
OF SUCH LIABILITY, WILL BE AT ALL TIMES SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIONS AND 
EXCLUSIONS: 

a. IN NO EVENT SHALL DELL BE LIABLE (WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE) FOR 
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING: (I) LOST PROFITS, LOSS OR CORRUPTION OF DATA OR 
SOFTWARE, LOSS OF BUSINESS OR COMPLIANCE WITH THIRD PARTY REQUIREMENTS 
THAT MAY APPLY TO DATA ON EQUIPMENT, (II) CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE (IF APPLICABLE) DAMAGES, OR (III) ANY THIRD PARTY CLAIM.   

b. DELL SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY (WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE) FOR THE 
SECURITY OR CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA RESIDING ON EQUIPMENT EXCEPT FOR THE 
UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF DATA FROM A SYSTEM HARD DRIVE WHICH DELL AND/OR 
ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS’ FAILED TO PROPERLY PERFORM THE DATA SANITIZATION AT 
CUSTOMER’S SITE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROCESSES SET FORTH HEREIN AND 
SUBSEQUENTLY CERTIFIED SUCH HARD DRIVE AS BEING SUCCESSFULLY SANITIZED ON 
THE DATA SANITIZATION SUMMARY.  IN SUCH CASE DELL SHALL BE LIABLE TO CUSTOMER 
FOR DIRECT DAMAGES RESULTING FROM SUCH DISCLOSURE UP TO THE LIABILITY CAP 
SET FORTH IN SECTION C.2.c BELOW. 
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c. DELL’S AGGREGATE LIABILITY (WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE) FOR 
ANY AND ALL CLAIMS OF LIABLITY ARISING OUT OF, OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS 
APPENDIX D WITHIN ANY CALENDAR YEAR SHALL NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT 
OF FEES PAID OR PAYABLE BY CUSTOMER FOR THE SERVICES DESCRIBED UNDER 
THIS APPENDIX D IN SUCH CALENDAR YEAR. 

 
DELL DOES NOT LIMIT ITS LIABILITY FOR FRAUD, PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH ARISING FROM 

ITS NEGLIGENCE OR ANY OTHER LOSS THAT CANNOT BE LIMITED UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. IN THE 
EVENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS IN ANY PART ANY LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IN THIS APPENDIX D, 
THE PARTIES AGREE THAT SUCH LIMITATION SHALL BE MODIFIED, WITHOUT FURTHER ACTION OF 
EITHER PARTY, SO AS TO BROADLY APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EFFECT ALLOWED BY APPLICABLE LAW. 
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APPENDIX E ─ ARS CONFIRMATION OF DATA SANITIZE TEMPLATE 
Asset Resale and Recycling 

Confirmation of Disposal  
 

 
 
Date: {SettlementDate} 
 
Customer Name: {CustomerName} 
Customer Address:  {DispatchAddress1} 

{DispatchAddress2} 
{DispatchAddress3} 
{City} {State} {ZipCode} 

 
 
ARR Reference # {ARSJobNum} 
Vendor Job Reference: {VendorJobNum} 
Dell Order #:  {DellOrderNum} 

 
This Confirmation of Disposal is provided to {CustomerName} as it pertains to the On-Site Data Sanitization 
Services performed by Dell pursuant to the Dell Order # {DellOrderNum} set forth above and Customer’s 
applicable Statement of Work or Service Description. 
 
Certificate of Data Sanitization 
The Services provided to Customer under the above Dell Order # {DellOrderNum} include the provision of On-
Site Data Sanitization Services at Customer's location, and Dell hereby certifies that each hard drive listed on the 
accompanying Data Sanitization Summary which is identified as being successfully sanitized (“PASS”) has been 
sanitized at Customer’s location by using methods aligned to National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) Special Publication (SP) 800-88 Revision 1 “Guideline for Media Sanitization”. 
 
 
For more information, please see the Dell Media Sanitization Statement in Appendix H below.  Dell makes no 
recommendations regarding the Customer’s security needs or representations regarding the effectiveness of one 
method of data removal over another. It is the Customer’s responsibility to protect any confidential or sensitive 
information contained on its hard drives recovered by Dell. 
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APPENDIX F ─ ONSITE DATA DESTRUCTION REPORT TEMPLATE 
 
          

 
Onsite Data 

Destruction Report     

 

 
         

 Dell Information  
Customer 
Information  

Service 
Information    

 
Dell Job 
Reference: 

##delljobreferenc
e 

Customer 
Name: 

##customer
name 

Date of 
Service: 

##dateofservi
ce   

 
Dell Vendor 
Name: 

##dellvendornam
e Project Name: 

##projectna
me Start Time: ##starttime   

 Technician Name: 
##techniciannam
e Site/Location: ##address1 Finish Time: ##finishtime   

    ##address2 
# Systems 
Processed: 

##systemspro
cessed   

 Software Name:  Country: ##country 
# Systems 
Passed: 

##systemspas
sed   

 Software Version:  
Site Contact 
Name: 

##siteconta
ct 

# Systems 
Failed: 

##systemsfail
ed   

         
         

 Computer Make Computer Model Computer 
Service Tag Drive Model Drive Serial 

Number 

Purge, Clear, 
Destroy NIST 
800-88Rev 1 

Result 
(Pass/
Fail) 

Excepti
ons 

Comm
ent 
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Appendix G ─ Incident Management Process 

Incident Management Process 
Process Description 
The aim of the Incident Management process is to provide a standardized, high quality service where any incidents 
are reported. This section provides an overview of the Incident Management process as pictured in the process 
flow chart (right). The process flowchart provides an overview of the Incident Management process. The Incident 
Management process is initiated by the Dell technician, Administrative Services end-user or both, depending on 
the incident.  

Incident Detected 
The process starts with the detection of an incident. An incident can originate  

• From a situation experienced by end-user or Dell technician and reported to the Service Desk & 
Dell PM 

• From an error in configuration or shipment error by Customer or Dell personnel. 
Note: The incident can be communicated to the Service Desk via the telephone, digitally or face-to-face. 
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Incident Escalation/Response Tier 2 Dell 
Response 

User 
Action 

Admin 
 
Action 

Dell 
 
Action 

Service Level Problem 
Resolution 

Incorrect 
Image 

1. If Dell 
Technicians 
are provided 
relevant 
image(s) on 
USB drives 

2. No relevant 
image(s) on 
USB drives 
provided 

Dell tech. 
immediately 
notifies Dell 
PM & Admin 
POC of issue, 
triage with 
USB image if 
provided. If no 
image 
provided, Dell 
PM will 
escalate for 
expedited 
shipment of 
correct 
configuration 
and Image 
replacement 

None, or 
reschedule 
installation 
confirmation 
date 

Update 
ITSM 
system 
records, 
reschedule 
install date 
if needed 

Identify and 
correct process in 
order entry, SI 
build # and/or 
process 

1. 4 hour 
SLA to 
correct 
install. 

2. 3 days 

4 hours/3 
days 

Under 
shipment 

Notification to Dell ISR 
for correction & 
expedited ship 

Dell technician 
reschedules 
install with 
Administration 
& end user 

Reschedule 
installation 
confirmation 
date 

Update 
ITSM 
system 
records. 
Reschedule 
installation 
date. 

 NBD 3 days 

Over 
shipment 

Over-shipment Dell technician 
notifies Dell 
PM & 
processes 
units for 
shipment 

None None Return units to 
factory 

N/A 0 day 

Incorrect 
Configuration 
shipped 

1. If 
components 
missing Dell 
Technician 
notifies Dell 
ISR for 
expedited 
shipping of 
missing 
components 

2. If incorrect 
system, Dell 
Technician 
notifies Dell 
PM & Dell 
ISR for 
expedited 
ship of 
correct 
configured 
unit(s) & 
return ships 
incorrect 
configured 
units 

Dell tech. 
immediately 
notifies Dell 
PM & Admin 
POC of issue, 
Dell PM will 
escalate for 
expedited 
shipment of 
correct 
configuration 
with Image 
replacement 
unit(s) 

Reschedule 
installation 
confirmation 
date 

Update 
ITSM 
system 
records. 
Reschedule 
installation 
date. 

Dell PM & ISR 
expedite 
replacement 
shipment with 
proper 
configuration and 
correct order 
process of quote 
verification, order 
entry and 
accuracy or 
process/systemic 
issue 
identification and 
correction. 

3 days 3-6 days 
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Other 
Installation 
issues 
(authorizations, 
passwords, 
network 
access, 
physical 
access, etc.…) 

Dell technician calls 
Administration 
Services POC 
(EUC)  for triage or 
alternate process 

Administration 
Services POC 
(EUC) works 
with Dell 
technician to 
resolve 
issue(s). 

Reschedule 
installation 
date if issue 
not resolved 
within 2 
hours 

Update 
ITSM 
system 
records. 
Reschedule 
installation 
date if 
needed. 

Dell PM and 
Administration 
POC (EUC) 
update order or 
quote process as 
needed to 
maintain 
accurate 
information for 
Dell technician 
installation 

2 hour SLA to 
correct install or 
dependent on 
issue triage and 
availability of 
access to proper 
software or 
credentials 

2 hours or 
re-
schedule 
installation 
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Appendix H ─ Media Sanitization of Data Storage Devices 

Notice: The below document is CONTROLLED when on-line; once printed, launched, or 
detached, it becomes an UNCONTROLLED document, unless otherwise marked. 

 
 
 
 
 

Title: Dell Media Sanitization  Statement Issue Date: 21 June 2017 

Document  Number: RQD0302 Revision Number: 1.00 
 

Media Sanitization of Data Storage Devices 
Dell understands and shares Dell customers’ concerns regarding the security of data. Dell has implemented 
media sanitization practices to help control data security risk for data storage devices returned to Dell and for 
services carried out at a Customer’s location. Dell implements these processes throughout its return streams 
and with Dell’s suppliers to operationalize the practices described in this statement. 

 
Customers that are subject to legal or regulatory obligations regarding sanitization of media, and Customers that 
have other heightened data security or privacy concerns or risk factors, should do one of the following: 

1. ensure that data has been removed, encrypted or properly sanitized prior to returning their data storage 
device to Dell (with appropriate measures taken to comply with any applicable legal or regulatory 
obligations); 

2. purchase “Keep Your Hard Drive” or “Parts Retention Service” service from Dell EMC; or 
3. purchase or otherwise arrange for a sanitization/destruction process or service before the unit(s) leave 

their control. Dell EMC can provide sanitization/destruction services, including services at a Customer’s 
location, such as Dell Asset Resale and Recycling Services and EMC Data Erasure Services 

SANITIZATION 
For all data storage devices returned to Dell and for services carried out at a Customer’s location, unless 
Customers contract with Dell to perform a Dell sanitization/destruction service with a higher security standard 
applicable to the Customers’ specific devices or components, Dell’s approach to the handling of data storage 
devices is to either: 

1. sanitize the device (in alignment with the US Department of Commerce NIST SP 800-88 Rv. 1 “Purge” 
or “Clear” methods) in preparation for reuse; 

2. when Dell elects not to reuse the device or when it is pre-sorted for recycling Dell will destroy the device 
using physical shredding or such other appropriate physical destruction method (in preparation for 
recycling, and in accordance with the US Department of Commerce NIST SP 800- 88 Rv. 1 “Destroy” 
method). 

 
Neither Dell nor Dell’s suppliers access any customer data as part of screening, sanitization, testing, 
refurbishment, or unit repair. Dell has processes and controls for the physical safeguarding of all material passing 
through Dell’s physical control in Dell’s return streams. Dell performs regular audits of its own facilities and 
operations, as well as its partners and suppliers who are authorized to perform data security processes regarding 
physical security and sanitization. 
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CUSTOMER ADVICE 
Dell advises customers to always secure, backup and or remove any data stored on a device as applicable before 
returning it to Dell. Pursuant to the applicable warranty or support services contract, Dell is under no contractual 
obligation to perform a sanitization on any returned device(s), and assumes no liability for any data left on these 
devices per the terms of those agreements. Customers should not attempt to disable or physically destroy a data 
storage device, in any manner (e.g., degaussing, shredding, drilling, etc.) before returning it to Dell. Damaging 
devices that a customer is obligated to return pursuant to the terms of the applicable warranty and service 
contract the customer purchased with the applicable device will result in charges for any devices damaged or 
not returned to Dell. 

REVISIONS 
 

Date Description 

June 2017 Initial publication 

 
Copyright © 2017 Dell Inc. All rights reserved. Dell and the Dell logo are trademarks of Dell Inc. in the United States and/or other jurisdictions. All 
other marks and names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective companies. 

 



DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE / MODIFICATION: 

Presidio Technology Capital. LLC ("Master Lessor") and the Information Technology Management Office, an agency of the State of South Carolina ("Master Lessee") have 
entered into a Master Equipment Lease Agreement dated as of February 8.2017 (the "Master Lease") under which lessees will from time to time lease equipment (the 
"Equipment') sold by Contractor to Using Government Unit under the agreement referenced above (the "Purchase Agreement") from Master Lessor, its successors or assigns. 
under a lease schedule incorporating the terms of the Master Lease (a "Lease"). The Using Government Unit to wham Equipment is to be delivered under the Purchase 
Agreement is herein called the "Lessee." 

For purposes of removing doubt as to the intention of the parties and to clearly delineate certain rights with respect to the Purchase Agreement. the following is added to the 
Purchase Agreement. superseding any contrary language therein: 

I. 	It is the express intention of all parties that the Equipment shall be sold to and owned by the Lessee and that each Lease constitute a financing and not a true lease 
for legaL tax and other purposes. 

2. Solely as a convenience to the parties. Master Lessor may issue purchase orders to you on behalf of a Lessee and you shall send your Invoice to Master Lessor, 
showing Lessee as purchaser. Nothing in such purchase order or any other documentation executed in connection with the Master Lease or any Lease obligates 
Master Lessor to you or relieves the Lessee of its obligations. if any. under any Purchase Agreement. You will look solely to the Lessee for any and all performance 
under the Purchase Agreement. 

3. Master Lessor has agreed with Lessee to make payments for certain items of Equipment upon their acceptance by the applicable Lessee, but such agreement is 
solely for the benefit of Master Lessee and the Lessees and neither you nor any other person is an intended beneficiary. 

4. Master Lessee, and each Lessee by accepting Equipment and authorizing Master Lessor to make payment as required under the Purchase Agreement. assigns its 
rights, but not its obligations under the Purchase Agreement to Master Lessor. effective only upon Master Lessor's acquiring ownership of the Equipment either 
following an Event of Default or upon voluntary transfer of ownership by Lessee at the end of the Lease Term. 

5. Master Lessor's rights hereunder and under the Master Lease may be assigned to a bank financial institution or other person qualified to be Lessor under the 
Master Lease. You may rely on any notice from Master Lessor as to the identity of such Lessor. 

6. Master Lessor is the only entity authorized to lease or finance IT equipment and software products through contracts awarded by Master Lessee to serve as an open-
ended public procurement. e.g.. a government wide, a statewide term or a multi-agency contract, as certified by an officer of Master Lessee. 

Except as provided herein. all terms and conditions of the Contract referenced above remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 

CONTRACTORS CERTIFICATE OF CURRENT COST OR PRICING DATA: The Contractor certifies that. to the best of its knowledge and belief, the cost or pricing data (as defined by 
48 C.F.R. 2.101) submitted. either actually or by specific identification In writing. by the Contractor to the Procurement Officer in support of this change order are accurate. 
complete. and current as of the date this change order is signed. [Procurement Officer ;nest Initial here 	 Certylcate inapplicable to this Change Order] 

(See "Pricing Data — Audit — Inspection" provision.) (Reference § I I-35-1330 & R. 19-445.2120) 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE THIS CHANGE ORDER & 
CERTIFICATE ON BEHALF OF CONTRACTOR: 

By: 	 
(authorized signature) 

Katherine Dunay 

(printed name of person signing above) 

Its: Public Contracts Manager 
(title of person signing above) 

Date: 	
February 20, 2017 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE ' ISSUE THIS CHANGE ORDER 
CONTRACT ODIFICATION ON HALF FUSING GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: 

By: 	  
(authorized signature) 

1C ‘-k{keU 	PCUTON\i  
(printed name of person signing above) 

Its:  ? 1143C-4-tiNW+4- 
(title of person signing above) 

Date:  E-15114"7-'lk 	'2k 
	ZL  \  

Contract Number : 4400011358 

• State of South Carolina 
Procurement Officer 

Phone 
: Michael Dalton 
: 803-737-4994 

E-Mail Address : mdalton@mmo.sc.gov  

Participating Addendum Amendment Address : 1201 Main Street 
Suite 600 
Columbia, SC 29201 

DESCRIPTION: NASPO ValuePoint Cooperative Purchasing Program — Computer Equipment 

USING GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Statewide 

CONTRACTOR'S NAME AND ADDRESS: Dell Marketing, L.P. 

TYPE OF CHANGE: 

❑ Change to Contract Scope of Work 

O Change to Contract Pricing Pursuant to Existing Contract Clause. 
Clause Name 	 . Clause No. 	  

O Administrative Change to Contract (such as changes in paying office, name of Agency Contract Administrator, etc.) 

X Other Change 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
Contractor is required to sign this document and return one (1) copy to the procurement officer named above by the following date: February 21, 2017. 
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